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Rat Infes

by Jean Zook

Many areas of WinstonSalemhave been visited
recently by what may have
appeared to be the Pied Piper,
the main character of the
famous fairytale, THE PIEDPIPEROF HAMLIN.

Actually, the mysterious
disappearance of some of the
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Trash and debris like this is t
neighborhoods.
city's abundant rat population
was not the work of the
"Piper" but rather the
diligent efforts of the
r> *i .

^ommunuy improvement Program.
The Community ImprovementProgram, an outgrowth

of the Model Cities Variation
Plan, is a joint venture of the
Winston-Salem Department of
Public Works and the Forsyth
County Health Department.
Funded by the city, the
program is a comprehensive
effort to accomplish rodent
control and to improve
environmental health.
The program's aim is to
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out ways that food supplies to
the rats can be cut off; and to
bait the areas completely to
get rid of all rats that exist 1

there now. '

Some residents may already 1

be familiar with the program 1
as a result of the city wide 1
survey currently being con. 1

ducted. The survey will
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le m^)or cause of rat Infested

work with residents to
eliminate places where rats
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provide statistical information
critical to identifying existing
problem areas, and the
maintainance level of areas

presently being baited. Survey
taking place.
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of the sewer system and
appropriate baiting is also

So far, cooperation from the
community in the survey areas
has been excellent. Many
residents have complied
promptly with requests for
property clean-up and proper
disposal of old furniture and
old appliances by placing
them at the curbside for free
pick up by city sanitation
1727-23451. Also, efforts are

being made to improve
adherence to proper garbage
disposal regulations and to
eliminate abandoned vehicles.
Their effort in combination
with our baiting service has
reduced rat infestation notably
in many city areas.
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The Community ImprovementStaff is sure that with
continued community support
the rat infestation level can be
lowered adequately to permit
easier control. They encourageeveryone to be a good
neighbor and help clean-up
the environment. Starve a rat
today. Support the CommunityImprovement Program -

Help us to help you.

For information or assistancephone Environmental
Health 727-2272.
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